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CLOUD-BASED 
VIDEO ENTRY



DISTANCE IS 
NO LONGER 
AN OBJECT

WIRING IS NO LONGER 
REQUIRED.

CLOUD-BASED 
VIDEO ENTRY BY 
COMELIT

Moving beyond the limits set by distance - until recently considered an 

insurmountable obstacle - thanks to the extraordinary potential of the web: this is the 

remarkable new offering from Comelit, made possible by cloud-based video 

entry solutions. 

In fact, wiring is no longer required: with Comelit cloud-based video entry all you need 

to do is connect the external unit to the Multi User Gateway connected to the internet in 

order to route all video calls to both monitors and smartphones.

With Comelit, communication reaches beyond all physical space, to provide access to 

the virtual universe and give you all the freedom you deserve.
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POSITIVE 
PERKS ONLY
The new cloud-based video entry is an ideal IP solution for tackling difficult or 

complex application situations. 

This is the case in historic buildings or buildings of high artistic value, where it 

is not possible or advisable to carry out invasive construction work, or in renovation 

projects.

Likewise, this solution helps to achieve significant savings in terms of material costs 

and installation times if applied to large residential or industrial complexes.

CAT 5 CAT 5

APP

1451A

1456B

FROM HISTORIC BUILDINGS 
TO LARGE RESIDENTIAL AND 
INDUSTRIAL COMPLEXES.
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ANSWER 
HOWEVER 
YOU LIKE

03
Cloud-based video entry via App + Monitor
This is obviously the most complete and versatile solution because it pairs 
all the practical elements of the App with the advantages of a Monitor 
that can be moved to every room in the home.

01
Cloud-based video entry via App
With the Comelit App there is no need to install an indoor entry monitor: 
connection is guaranteed through your smartphone or tablet.

02
Cloud-based video entry via Monitor
If you opt for the Monitor only formula, you can choose between the desktop 
or wall-mounted models offered by Comelit, featuring minimal and elegant 
design and PoE (Power over Ethernet) technology, which means it is possible 
to both power the monitor and transmit data using a single cable.

DIFFERENT SOLUTIONS FOR 
DIFFERENT REQUIREMENTS.

Cloud-based video entry does not just push beyond the boundaries of space; it also 

offers you extraordinary freedom in terms of answering.

You choose how you answer: via App, via Monitor or via App + Monitor; plus - 

another advantage - the system is so simple and open that a different solution 

can be offered for every apartment.
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MINI HANDSFREE WI-FI MONITOR WITH AIL. VIP

Hands-free colour Wi-Fi monitor for ViP system. 4.3” / 16:9 colour screen. Resolution 480x272 pixel. Allows backlight 
intensity, audio volume and ringtone volume adjustment. Equipped as standard with 7 soft touch buttons: key button with 
door open indication, button for privacy function with indicator LED, 4 programmable buttons and 1 button for menu 
access. It has 3 programmable inputs for various functions. Can also be used in standard PoE systems. The ringtone can 
be customised and a video memory function is available. Video format H.264. Dimensions (L x H x D): 115x160x22 mm.

VIP MAXI WI-FI MONITOR, 7 INCHES

Maxi Wi-Fi colour monitor for flush mounting (using optional box art. 6817) or surface mounting (with optional support art. 
6820), with 7” / 16:9 touch screen, full-duplex hands-free audio with magnetic induction and touch-sensitive commands 
for ViP system. Allows colour level, contrast, audio volume and ringtone volume adjustment. Equipped with a slot for 
housing a micro-SD card (not supplied). The ringtone can be customised by choosing one of several melodies. Fitted 
as standard with a key button, enable/disable audio button with corresponding indicator LEDs and other buttons for self 
activation, privacy service and other programmable functions. Manages floor door calls and call repetition as standard. 
Compatible with H.264 video format. Dimensions (L x H x D): 223x124x25 mm.
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COMELIT TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE 
FOR PLANNING ADVICE AND ON-
SITE SUPPORT.

The advantage of being a trusted Comelit installer does not end here; you can always count 
on the valuable support offered by the Comelit technical assistance service, at any time: a fast 
response to queries and requests for information, on-site assistance and design advice.

An operative division entirely dedicated to 
providing customers with ideal solutions 
for non-standard system requirements.
This division develops turnkey projects, 
primarily for large residential, business 
and industrial complexes.

COMELIT 
ENGINEERING
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MYCOMELIT

www.mycomelit.com

MyComelit is the new personal area created within the Comelit portal 
dedicated to professionals, where a number of advanced services - 
such as the new system configurator, receipt of custom information 
and much more - are made available to users. MyComelit is available 
as a web version and a mobile version (iOS and Android).
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